Optic disc pit · Optic disc pit maculopathy · Outer layer hole · Intraretinal fluid · Serous retinal detachment Abstract The present report aimed to describe the macular structure's recovery process in a case of optic disc pit maculopathy (ODP-M) with outer layer hole following pars plana vitrectomy (PPV) with juxtapapillary laser treatment (JPL). We performed repeated optical coherence tomography (OCT) examinations to evaluate the macular structural changes. An 80-year-old man presented with distorted vision and decreased visual acuity (VA) in his left eye, experienced for 1 year, prior to presentation. Fundus examination and OCT showed intraretinal fluid (IRF) in the inner and outer retinal layers. Serous retinal detachment (SRD) with an outer layer hole in the macula was also evident. The IRF was connected to the optic disc; however, the SRD was isolated. Best-corrected VA was 20/100. PPV combined with JPL was performed. Posterior vitreous detachment creation and tamponade with sulfur hexafluoride was performed. Postoperatively, the inner retinal IRF at the fovea disappeared. The outer layer hole gradually closed and had completely disappeared 1 month postoperatively. After resolution of the outer layer hole, SRD reduced gradually and disappeared 8 months postoperatively, although the macular outer retinal IRF remained. The outer retinal IRF had partially resolved by the 18th postoperative month. Macular structure was completely recovered 31 months postoperatively, with an improved VA
Introduction
Optic disc pits (ODPs) were first described in 1882 by Wiethe [1] as a congenital cavity of the optic nerve; it occurs in less than 1 per 10,000 individuals and is bilateral in up to 15% of cases [2, 3] . Maculopathy associated with ODP (ODP-M) is reported in 25-93% of adult ODP patients [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, some ODP-M cases occur without pits [8] or occult pits in patients with glaucoma [9] . The development process of ODP-M and the source of its fluid are unknown.
Lincoff et al. [10] reported that 14 of 15 eyes with ODP-M had outer layer holes and hypothesized that subretinal fluid (SRF) in the macular region entered through an inner schisislike cavity through an outer layer hole. This theory has been supported to varying degrees by optical coherence tomography (OCT) findings [4, 11, 12] . However, other reports showed detail cases of macular detachment without evidence of an inner retinal schisis cavity [13] or outer layer holes [14] . As such, the significance of the outer layer hole remains controversial, and the mechanism of SRF accumulation remains unknown. This study aims to shed light on these 2 unanswered questions.
For this purpose, we used OCT to observe long-term recovery after surgery for intraretinal fluid (IRF) accumulation, outer layer hole, and serous retinal detachment (SRD) in an eye with ODP-M.
Case Report
An 80-year-old man complained of distorted vision and decreased visual acuity (VA) in his left eye that had lasted for 1 year. Fundus examination and OCT showed IRF in the inner and outer retinal layers and SRD with an outer layer hole in the macula. The IRF was connected to the optic disc, but the SRD was isolated from the optic disc ( Fig. 1 ). Best-corrected VA was 20/100 Snellen acuity. Pars plana vitrectomy combined with juxtapapillary laser treatment was performed. Posterior vitreous detachment creation and tamponade with sulfur hexafluoride was performed. Postoperatively, the inner retinal IRF at the fovea was resolved. The outer layer hole closed gradually and had completely disappeared by 1 postoperative month ( Fig. 1,  Fig. 2 ). After the outer layer hole had resolved, SRD gradually reduced and had completely disappeared 8 months postoperatively, although the macular area outer retinal IRF remained (Fig. 2) . The outer retinal IRF resolved at postoperative 18 months. Macular structure was completely recovered 31 months postoperatively, with improved VA of 20/20 ( Fig. 3 ).
Discussion
In this report, we have described the recovery process of the macular structure with OCT and suggested that the outer layer hole might contribute to the developmental process of SRD isolated from the optic disc in a case of ODP-M.
Imamura et al. [14] reported that the fluid from an optic nerve pit could directly enter different retinal layers. In their study, 6 of 11 eyes with SRF (55%) had SRF in communication with the optic nerve pit. However, there were cases where the SRF was isolated from the optic disc and other cases with residual localized SRD and an outer layer hole.
Lincoff et al. [10] showed that 14 of 15 eyes had an outer layer hole and hypothesized that SRF developed from the outer layer hole. Contrastingly, Imamura et al. [14] reported only 3 of 11 eyes with outer layer holes and argued that they were not necessary for retinal detachment. They posited that IRF could percolate the subretinal space without an outer layer hole.
In the present case, SRD was not in direct contact with the optic disc and coexisted with an outer layer hole. The outer layer hole closed gradually after surgery, but IRF and SRD persisted. The SRD completely disappeared after the outer layer hole closure, although the IRF remained.
Previous case reports [14, 15] have documented cases of ODP-M without SRD. Here, we propose that SRF originates as IRF, entering through an outer layer hole or due to IRF-induced mechanical stress that forces fluid into the subretinal space. Although the exact trigger of SRD is unknown, fixing the outer layer hole in the present case helped to resolve the isolated SRD. Consequently, we present a hypothesis that the outer layer hole contributed to the SRD development.
In conclusion, the SRD might be associated with the outer retinal IRF via outer layer holes. An outer layer hole might contribute to the development of optic disc-isolated SRD in cases of ODP-M. Further research and case studies are necessary to confirm and expand on our findings. 
